Storage, handling and repackaging recommendations for water soluble pillows and
Pouches

Storage and Handling:








Do not handle the product with wet hands or wet gloves.
Keep away from moisture.
Re-close the inner and outer containers (when applicable) after each use.
Keep out of reach of children and pets.
Store between 68º and 95º F (20º to 35º C).
Exposure to air may cause the film to harden. This is normal and does not
affect the product stability or performance.
If a pillow bursts, the gel released will not damage other pillows. Clean the affected pillows with a dry cloth.
Do not use water.

The product has been tested for 5 cycles of freezing/thawing and 42 days at 38 ºC (100.4 ºF) at 10% Relative
Humidity and 80% Relative Humidity, and was found stable in all studied environments. It also passed the
solubility time test at 10 ºC (50 ºF).

Repackaging Precautions:
When re-packaging the bulk keep in mind all the above mentioned
recommendations. In addition:


The product has been tested to withstand a minimum of 30 lbs per square inch.
We, in connection with our very experienced packager, have designed our
package to prevent pillows accidentally bursting. If you plan to purchase the
product and repackage it in other containers, please check your packaging configuration to assure
compatibility. For example, do not stack pillows too high in a container or stack cases too high unless the
case is rigid enough. Excess pressure on the bottom pillows can cause bursting.



When re-packaging and reselling we recommend marking the boxes or any other package according to the
regulations amending the CLP (containers, labels and packaging) issued by the European Commission to
govern liquid laundry detergent capsules in soluble films. We can provide our modified version of the
document for your use.
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